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The Committee speaks to us once more.  

 

"Incarnates is an interesting word, it seems to us to be a euphemism for meat suit, a term we like 

for its humor. For your body a suit of clothes it is, however near and dear to your existence it 

seems.  

 

Well through your experience have you all so far traveled, of including human misbehavior and 

reaction; nothing new human history has not committed many times throughout the known 

portion humans accept at the moment, but for recent publicity encouraged by new 

communication methods technology has supplied.  

 

This virus, concern for which has seized much world attention, was intentionally created, 

negligently released but was intended threatened released, for the objective of gaining greater 

advantage and control. Double agents you would call them, were recruited by forces opposing 

the Chinese leadership to work simultaneously for both, for opposing masters. This process is not 

new among humans. 

 

The reactions of fear for life and hope for health are interesting to observe. Mankind is receiving 

a higher quantity of attention from alien extraterrestrials, both long distance observation and 

near-to-your planet examination, than it has since the demise of Atlantis. Current human 

behavior, actions and mostly reactions, are a large reason for increased observation, 

 

Many mosquito borne viruses, after having infected a human or susceptible animal, provide high 

and sometimes permanent protection or even immunity from the new virus now circulating. This 

virus was intentionally mutated; it has little ability to continue doing so, and not to a material 

effect. 

 

The virus can easily enter the metabolism through the eyes. Beware of instructions, orders and 

commands to begin using goggles and other protective eyewear; ask why such recommendations 

have been nearly as widely circulated as use of masks.      

 

The last shall we say on this matter involves the urgent question many humans have; when will 

the crisis be finished. To this we say, this is your human decision. The spread of the virus 

occurred precisely as we, your alien ET friends and many a viologist among humans expected 

would occur. The decline is also occurring precisely as we know humans should expect, but do 

not. 

 

Allow a brief comparison to economic analysis; the end of a phase of either growth or shrink, of 

expansion or retreat, is only detected some time interval after the material change, apogee or 

perigee, critical juncture or turning points have already passed. Intermediate oscillations from 

time measurement interval to the end of the next, typically months for economic measurements 



and readings, are normal and can often see reversals which themselves are re-directed to the 

opposite, preserving the trend analysis over time reveals.  

 

Such similar trend occurs now, but no end can be forecast, only determined some time 

afterwards. This aspect is well known to the controllers and their handler masters, who are taking 

advantage of any upward fluctuation to create additional concern, worry and fear. This supplies 

power; s/he who offers at least consolation if not answers or solutions, who already has certain 

authorities the creating population will follow and obey, seeks to exercise this power. 

 

We shall say, the permanent decline into normalcy will become evident in several months from 

now but skeptical caution will continue to be offered by the naïvely risk averse yet honest 

reporters or authorities who assumed the oversight, overruling and overturning perspective. 

Driving this shall be the puppet politician, controlled mostly indirectly and somewhat invisibly 

―they do not know in most cases that a hidden controlled power commands from behind 

curtains― and the very few knowing masters of masquerade.  

 

Analysis of medications, both preventive and curative, to include the results of their prescription, 

will demonstrate a morbidity similar to influenza. The infection rates were initially higher 

because of much lower immunity across the population. 

 

Continuing to clamp down is bringing about harmful effects which can be avoided, most of these 

apparently economic. The bigger issue, problem and concerns are not economic, although 

decreased human contact is causing economic changes directly. The bigger problem is the effect 

upon human interaction, over time. 

 

When the effects of decreased interpersonal contact become unmistakable to anyone giving even 

brief attention to the topic, the relative error in much human policy will emerge.  

 

This virus and potential symptoms and disease are neither a hoax nor reasonable cause for 

generalized fear. 

 

From abject terror to steady concern, both of these reactions, are changing human behavior 

exactly as the human controllers of humans prefer." 

 

       

 


